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I am working hard to build a time machine to save people (but also to
save myself).

Have you ever received emails from the future or letters from the future?
It is a person who is thinking of making a time machine seriously. If you
put a letter to the past in the Tesla coil (the space must be reversed in
the coil) and put a stamp, Japan should definitely put it in the post even if
it is on the way (In the Showa era when it was once peaceful). In that
way, I would like to write a warning letter to the past.
In "Silver Birch's Reiki", there are about 300 stars in the universe with
earth-like civilization in the universe, and they come to the earth from
about 100 stars. However, the arrangement says, "We can never be
involved in the history of the earth (events)." It is all about crying crying.
That means that things can move much faster than light. Or maybe it is
coming beyond dimension.
However, if you fly with a spacecraft that is nearly as fast as the speed of
light, the time in the spacecraft flows slowly and people on the spacecraft
can reach the destination without feeling the time.
In addition, in "Silver Birch's Spiritual Training", "There are about 300
stars with high civilization like the earth in the universe, but among them,
the earth is second from the lowest in spirituality" It is.
Number of oscillations per second of red light 回 times per second = 3.9 x
10 14 times Number of oscillations per second of purple light '' times per
second = 7.9 x 10 14 times amount of energy of red light E = h (Joule *
second) x 3.9 x 10 ^ 14 times / second = 2.584166 x 10 ^-19 joules The
amount of energy of purple light E '= h (Joule * second) x 7.9 x 10 ^ 14
times / second = 5.234594 x 10 ^ -19 joules
...... In other words, you can go back to the past if you rotate time to
reverse rotation.

Time flows slowly because the frequency of time approaches infinitely
close to the speed of light.
So how do you reverse the time? Here is difficult.

You can go back to the past if you reversely rotate the wave of time, you
can go back to the past even with at least 50 cm of pipe.
So, put a document that you want to go back to the past in the 50cm
pipe, (If it is 1m, people can go back in the past, but it seems that there
is no return?)
This is why the speed of light makes the flow of time so slow. If you fly at
a speed as close as possible to the speed of light, the flow of time will be
very slow.
Time was a wave.
You can see it by reading the book of Lorenz's law.
There is a video on Youtube that a university professor of American
physics can build a time machine. If you search for "time machine" on
Youtube, it will come out.
It was told something like saying that it is good to focus a thousand lasers
and focus on the fineness of the hair.
But can you build it? I think.
It should be possible if you reverse rotate the wave of time.
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